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ABSTRACT
A direct digital control algorithm was implemented on
a liquid level and temperature control unit. Two control
schemes were implemented on the system and the results were
compared against a fourth order Runge-Kutta solution.
Both control schemes involved proportional feedback
with dynamic adjustment of the operating point. It was
found that the control scheme that contained a feedforward
component which dealt with the inlet water temperature had
a superior dynamic response to setpoint changes. Steady
state offsets in both control schemes were attributable to
model parameter estimation errors. Differences between the
actual and predicted system dynamic response were also
attributable to these errors.
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NOMENCLATURE
SYMBOLS
a - liquid time constant (s)
A - area (cm 2 )
An - area factors (cm or cm 2 )
c - valve coefficient (cm 2 • 5 ;s)
cc - volume (cm 3 )
c - temperature (celsius or centigrade)
cp - Heat Capacity of Water (J/gram/C)
3

F,Fi,Fo - flow rate (cm /s)
h - water level (cm)
h res - valve height from tank bottom
hset - level setpoint (cm)
H,Hi,Ho - enthalpy rate (J/s)
J - energy (joules)
Kc

- liquid system proportional constant (cm 2 /s)

Kt

- thermal system proportional constant (J/s/C)

Ks - linear system proportional factor
p

- Density of water (gram/cm 3 )

Q,Qamb'Qheater'Qtank'~res - heat loss or gain (J/s)

t - time (sec)
tn - time constant thermal system (s)
T,T op ,Tt an k - temperature (C)
T se t - temperature setpoint (C)
ix

Tamb - ambient temperature
U - internal 2nergy (J) also heat transfer coefficient
(J/s/C/cm )
2

Utank - tank heat transfer coefficient (J/s/C/cm )

V - volts

x

INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the work done in order to
implement direct digital control of a liquid level and
liquid temperature control system. A description of the
physical process is given in Chapter 1.
Previous work on similar systems involving
sophisticated control algorithms is discussed in
2. The control algorithm chosen was

Chapter

proportional feedback

with dynamic adjustment of the operating point. The system
model developed in chapters 3 and 4 predicts no steady
state offset for this type of control scheme as long as
accurate system parameters are available.
The control program developed to implement system
control is discussed in Chapter 6. The program contains an
interactive menu which allows the user to examine the
system response on a real time basis. The user can select
to view the system response either as labeled time base
graphs or as a schematic representation of the system.
Two types of control algorithms can be chosen. The
system view algorithm assumes that the water in the system
is being recirculated with a constant temperature
throughout. The tank view algorithm ignores the

2

rec-irculation of water and assumes that the incoming water
temperature is an independent variable.
A comparison of the actual and predicted system
responses can be found in Chapter 7.

CHAPTER 1 - SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Section 1 - Description of Process
The PCT-3 is a liquid level and temperature process
control trainer manufactured by Degem Systems. The PCT-3 is
made up of two subunits: the PCT-3/1 console (control
unit), and the PCT-3/2 unit (LLTC). Figure 1 shows the
front panel of the control unit, and figures 2 and 3 are
front and back views of the LLTC.
The control unit can be operated as an analog
controller or as an interface for direct digital control
(DDC) of the LLTC. In the analog control mode, various
control schemes can be implemented for controlling water
temperature and level in the LLTC. DDC mode is selected by
setting front panel switches and using a DDC port located
on the front right of the unit for voltage input and
output. The control unit DDC port has a voltage range of
0-5 volts. Op-amps are used to buffer the inputs and
outputs of the DDC port.
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Figure 1. Control Unit Front Panel.
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Figure 2. LLTC Front View.
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Figure 3. LLTC Back View.
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The LLTC is made up of a tank and a reservoir below
it. A pump on the rear of the unit takes water from the
reservoir and passes it through a radiator and into the top
of the tank. An overflow outlet on the tank prevents
spillover and a low level cutoff switch in the reservoir
prevents dry running the pump.
Near the bottom of the tank there is a manually
adjusted valve and an on/off solenoid controlled valve in
series.
Level determination is done by means of a float tied
to a weight. As water level changes, the string connecting
the float and weight turns a rotary potentiometer. The
Degem Control Unit

outputs a voltage in the range of 0-12

volts depending on the potentiometer position. A voltage
divider network scales this to a

0-5 voltage range for the

DDC port.
Level control can be achieved by opening and closing
the solenoid valve or changing the pump voltage.
There is a heating coil and a temperature sensor
located in the bottom of the water tank. The heating coil
is controlled by a burst control circuit which can vary the
on/off time of AC power

goi~g

to the coil.

Cooling of the water is done by turning the radiator
fan on; the fan operates at a fixed speed.
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SECTION 2- Control System Configuration
Figure 4 shows the hardware configuration of the
control system. An ISSAC 91-I by Cyborg was used to
interface an IBM AT computer with the DDC port of the
control unit. The ISSAC 91-I was configured for the 0-10 V
range.
Two T-type thermocouples are taped to the inlet and
outlet pipes of the LLTC radiator. A Cyborg signal
conditioning subsystem is used to amplify the thermocouple
outputs and send them to the ISSAC 91-I.
The standard configuration of the 91-I allows for
sixteen analog inputs and four analog outputs. In order to
use the signal conditioning subsystem, an ISSAC I-100
expansion card was used. An ISSAC I-110 card was also used
to provide four additional analog outputs.
Appendix A contains detailed information concerning
the DDC port to ISSAC connections and the switch settings
necessary on the control unit.
Table 1 summarizes the hardware and software
requirements of the control system that was implemented.
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TABLE 1
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

HARDWARE

SOFTWARE

DEGEM SYSTEMS PCT-3

IBM BASIC 3.0

IBM AT
w/ hi-res monitor
256 K memory

IBM DOS 3.0

CYBORG ISSAC 91-I
w/ external power supply
I - 100
I - 110
CYBORG 16 channel SClOl
signal conditioning system
w/ SC137T modules

TURBO PASCAL 3.0
by Borland Intl.
CYBORG Labsoft
ISSAC Software

10
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CONTROL
UNIT
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Figure 4. Hardware Configuration.
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CHAPTER 2 - PREVIOUS WORK
Section 1 - Introduction
Three examples of digital control of similar systems
will be discussed. The control algorithms implemented were
of much greater sophistication than what was attempted for
the LLTC system. However, there are some concepts
implemented in the LLTC system discussed in the examples.
Among these _concepts is setpoint feedforward and decoupling
multivariable control loops.
SECTION 2- Thermal Mixing Unit
Tomizuka and Zhang (1985) evaluated different control
algorithms for a thermal mixing tank in which the
controlled variables were water level and temperature.
Control was achieved by the use of a cold water pump and a
hot water pump. The temperature of the cold and hot water
inlets were assumed to be constant.
The system time constants were on the order of a few
minutes so that there occurred significant coupling due to
the liquid level effect on temperature. The pumps also
suffered from non-linearities.
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The controller designs were based

~n

discrete time

methods and the system equations were linearized about an
operating point. The system model obtained was of the form:
Y(k+l) = A Y(k) + B U(k)

[1]

where k is the time index, U is the vector input, Y the
system output, and A and B are the linearized model
parameter matrices. The objective is to achieve:
lim [Yi(k)-Yim(k)] = o

[2]

k --> infinity
where Ym is the setpoint vector.
If the model parameter matrices are known, then
Y(k+1) in equation 1 can be replaced with Ym(k+1) and U(k)
can be solved for directly. This is essentially a setpoint
feed forward technique.
The

adaptive control algorithm assumes that the

model parameters are estimates and uses a least squares
algorithm to continuously update the estimate. If we denote
E, the model parameter estimate, as [A,B], we can rewrite
equation 1 as:
E(k+1)=[A,B]=Y(k+1) ([Y(k) U(k)])-l

[3]

From the desired setpoint vector, the system input
vector is calculated using a preliminary estimate. At the
next time period the response Y(k+1) is measured and E(k+l)
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calculated, the least squares value of the model parameters
are calculated and the control loop repeated.
Two other non-adaptive co'ntrol algorithms used by
Tomizuka and Zhang were the linear quadratic (LQ) and
linear quadratic with integreal action (LQI). These are
analogous to proportional and proportional integral
controllers. The control parameters analogous to the
proportional constant and integral constant are selected so
that a performance index is minimized.
The performance index for the LQ controller is equal
to the sum of the squares of the output and input errors
form their steady state values at the desired operating
point. The LQI index is equal to the sum of the squares of
the output error form steady state and the squares of the
input changes from one time index to the next.
Compensation for pump nonlinearities was done apart
from the control algorithm.
The experiemental results showed the adaptive
controller algorithm superior to the LQ and LQI over large
operating ranges. The LQ controller had a large offset and
the LQI controller became unstable for large setpoint
changes.

14

SECTION 3- Inverse Nyquist Array Technique
Gayler and others designed a controller for a thermal
mixing tank using the Inverse Nyquist Array Technique
(1977). Hot and cold water were mixed in a tank with an
outflow valve. The proportion of hot to cold water was
manipulated with pnuematic valves. The controlled variables
were water level and temperature.
The Inverse Nyquist Array Technique produces a
controller matrix that is diagonally dominant, thus one
system output can be changed by changing one input with a
minimum impact on the other system outputs.
The controller matrix was designed in two parts:
first, a diagonal precontroller matrix was found that
decoupled the temperature and water level control loops.
The decoupled loops were then controlled using conventional
P and PI controllers.
The multivariable control scheme was compared to
single loop control optimized for a minimum integral time
average error. A comparison of the multivariable and single
loop controller response shows the multivariable controller
response superior for step changes in setpoint. In contrast
to the single loop controller, the multivariable controller
exhibited minimal overshoot and oscillation.
The control software

was written in Assembly

language on a 24K memory Ferranti Argus 500 computer.
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SECTION 4- Industrial Heat Exchanger
Davison and others developed a controller containing
a setpoint feedforward, disturbance feedforward, and
integral feedback components for an industrial heat
exchanger (1978).
The process consists of a tank in which a variable
amount of cold water and a fixed

~ate

of hot water are

mixed. The controlled variables are the tank flowrate and
temperature.
Hot water is provided by passing a constant rate of
water through a steam heat exchanger. The steam rate can be
varied to control the hot water temperature.
Modeling of the system was not considered due to the
strong nonlinearities present. A number of experiments were
done in which starting from an operating point, a set of
linearly independent input deviation vectors were applied
to the system and the corresponding output deviation
vectors measured. It was assumed that any disturbances to
the process were zero during the tests. The tests were
repeated holding the input deviations at zero and varying
the disturbances that could be manipulated. The following
transfer functions were derived from the results:
[4]
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where Y is the output deviation vector, U is the input
deviation vector, and W is the disturbance vector. T and D
are the output/input and output/disturbance transfer
function matrices respectively.
A robust controller for the system is possible only
if the rank of T is equal to the number of outputs to be
controlled.
The integral feedback term .for the controller is:

= - T+
T+ = T+(T

U

(Y-Yref)dt

[5]

T+)-l

The robust feed forward feedback controller is then:
[6]

Through online tuning an optimal parameter for the
integral constant was obtained. Regulation of the system
for

step changes in setpoint was satisfactory with minimal

steady state error.

CHAPTER 3 - SYSTEM MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Section 1 - Introduction
In this chapter a mathematical model of the system in
question shall be developed. It will be shown that the
differential equation describing the level- time
relationship is nonlinear and that the temperature- time
relationship has time varying coefficients. These
properties necessitate a numerical solution to predict the
syst~m

response.
Section 2 - Proportional Controller
Before continuing with the model development, let us

first consider the case of a general proportional control
system. Figure 5 shows the control system, with a dashed
box indicating a dynamic operating point adjustment control
component. Figure 6 is the input/output response for the
open loop system at steady state. We

ass~me

unity feedback

with linear measurement of the control variable.
If there is no readjustment of the operating point
being performed and the system state at the operating point
1 is used we have:
X
Y

=
=

Xop

+ Kc ( Ys - Y )

1
f (X)

17

[7]
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If the setpoint desired is the operating point and
the system state is at the operating point then equation 7
reduces to:

x = xopl + K ( Yop - Y )
1
x = xop at operating pt.
1
y = f (X) =
Yop

[8]
y

=

Yop

1

If the setpoint is not equal to the operating point
then the output is given by:

y=

f(X)

= f( x0 P 1 + Kc ( Ys - Y ))

[9]

Assuming that the system equation is linearized so
that the function property f (a+b)

=

f (a) + f (b) is

satisfied we get:

f 1 = linearized function
Ks

=

system factor

Solving for the steady state value of Y we get:
[11]
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For a large enough Kc , Y will equal Ys, however this
may invalidate the linearization assumption, since for real
systems control inputs are bound to a finite interval. Too
large a Kc will make the system operate in a relay (on/off)
controller mode.
From equation 11 we see that if the operating point
used in the control equations could be made equal to the
setpoint for the entire operating range then the steady
state output would equal the setpoint. Assuming that we
have an accurate system model over the operating range we
can always determine what our operating point must be.
If we reformulate our control equations to include
the adjustment block of Figure 5 we get:

x = f-l(Ys) + Kc
y

=

(

Ys - y )

(12]

f (X)

1
Again assuming that we can linearize about f- (Ys)'Ys
we get:
Y

=

Ys + Kc Ks Ys

=

Ys

(13]

1 + Kc Ks

Unfortunately there is one drawback to dynamically
adjusting the operating point of the system. We can
intuitively see that it has no steady state error but we
have no way of analytically solving for the system response
for large setpoint changes ( Yop 1 --> Yop 2 ) due to the
nonlinearity of f(X). All we can do is make a numerical

21

approximation of the system and check if the change in
setpoint will at least drive the system close enough to
Yop

so that the linearization approximation applies and
2
equation 13 is satisfied.
Section 3 - System Model
Liquid System
Figure 7 represents the liquid system. From the law
of conservation of mass we can write equation 14 for the
tank.
A p dh = p

A dh = F.

dt

l.

-

-

Fo

( F.

dt
l.

Fo )

[14]
A = cross section area
p = water density
h = water level relative

to outlet valve
F.

J.

I

0

= water flow rate

F 0 is related to the height by Bernoullis' equation
F0

=

c h 1 1 2 so equation 14 becomes:
A dh + c h 1 / 2 = F.
dt
l.
c = valve coefficient

[15]

F. is the manipulated variable; it will depend on the
l.

control scheme chosen for the system. Since a proportional
feedback with operating point adjustment scheme has been
chosen, F. is represented by:
l.

22
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Figure 7. Liquid System.
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F.1

=

F s + Kc ( hs - h )

[16]

= level setpoint

=
=

proportional constant of controller
flow rate necessary to maintain hs
without process disturbances

Since F 0 is determined from the tank model it is
equal to c hs 1 1 2 , the closed loop equation of the liquid
system is:
A dh + K h + c h 1 / 2 = c h l/ 2 + K hs
dt
c
s
c
h(O) = h initial

[17]

Equation 17 is a non-linear first order differential
equation which gives the dynamic response of the system
under control from an initial height to the setpoint.
Thermal System
System View
Figure 8 represents the thermal system.
If all the water in the system is considered then
assuming negligible evaporation of the water the energy
balance becomes:
dT P -dt -

- M C

M
cp
Q

=
=
=

Qheater .+ Qtank + Qres

total mass of water in system
heat capacity of water
heat losses or gains

[18]
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If the water is circulating continuously, the
temperature of the reservoir and tank will be approximately
equal. This allows us to lump the ambient heat loss into
one term. Assuming most heat loss is through the walls and
floor of the tank and reservoir, an expression for the
to.t al wetted surface is of the form A h + A . The ambient
1
2
heat loss is then:
Qamb

= (

T - Tamb ) ( A1 h + A2 ) U(fan off/on)
Tamb = ambient temperature
U

=

[19]

heat transfer coefficient

The heat transfer coefficient U is modeled as a
function of the fan being on or off. With the fan off u is
some fixed value. With the fan on although

u

has not

increased there is an additional heat loss through the
radiator. If this heat loss is lumped back into the
previous ambient heat losses, U must be increased to
account for it.
Qheater is the manipulated variable and is given by:
Qheater = -Qambient<Ts,hs) + Kt( Ts - T )
[ 2 0J.
Qambient<Ts,hs)

=

steady state heat loss
at the setpoints
Kt = proportional constant

Qambient CT s' h _s ) is given by:
Qambient<Ts,hs)

=

[(Ts - Tamb)

( Alhs + A2)

U(fan off)]

[21]
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The complete energy balance

equat~on

for the closed

loop system under proportional control with operating point
adjustment is:
M cp

~~

+ [ Kt + ( A1 h + A2 ) U(fan off/on)

[[(Ts - Tamb)

=

[22]

( A1 hs + A2 ) U(fan off) +Kt Ts]

[ Tamb ( A1 h + A2 ) U(fan off/on) ]]
Equation 22 is a linear first order differential
equation with time varying coefficients and a time varying
forcing function that depends on the non-linear equation
17.

Tank View
If only the water in the tank is considered the
energy balance becomes:
- dU = -( H.l.
dt
H. ,H
l.

-

·O

u

Ho ) + Qheater + Qtank

[23]

= enthalpy rate due to the water

entering and leaving
= enthalpy of water in tank

The enthalpy of a water stream entering or leaving
the tank is approximately equal to (p F cp T) at low
pressures so equation 23 can be reduced to:
- dU = - p c p ( F.l. Tout - F 0 T ) + Qheater + Q
tan~ 24 ]
dt
Tout = temperature of water from radiator
Qtank = Atank 0 tank ( Ttank - Tamb)
Atank = cross sectional tank area = A3 h + A4
0 tank = heat transfer coefficient of tank

27
Qheater the manipulated variable is of the same form
as in the previous subsection. However the Qamb(Ts,hs)
component of Qheater will also contain an additional term
which compensates for the enthalpy loss due to the output
stream. Qamb becomes:
Qamb(Ts,hs)

= - [

[25]

Fo p Cp ( Ts - Tout )
+ Qtank(Ts,hs)

]

The internal energy U at any given moment is equal to
h p A cp T. The first derivative with respect to time of
the internal energy is:
dU
dt

=

A p ( h + hres> cp dT + A p cp T dh
dt
dt

=

[26]

height of outlet valve from
tank bottom

Substituting for the first derivative of the internal
energy and replacing Fi and F 0 we get:
A p ( h + hres ) C dT + A .p cp T dh +
[27]
p dt
dt
1 2 + K + ( A h +
[ p C c h /
A4 ) 0 tank ) T ] =
3
p
t
p cp [ c ( h s 1/2 - hl/2 ) + Kc ( h s - h ) ] Tout
+ [ P cp c hl/2 + ( A3hs + A4 ) 0 tank + Kt ] Ts

+ A3 ( h - h s ) Utank Tamb
Note that equation 27 does not contain any fan
dependent heat transfer coefficients. This is because the
fan is external to the tank. From the tank point of view
the fan is a disturbance affecting the inlet water
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temperature. A control scheme based on the tank view model
can only cool .the water by turning the heater off. As in
the system view case equation 27 contains time varying
coefficients and forcing function.
Section 4 - Analytical Solution of Linearized Equations
Equations 17, 22 and 27 can be linearized about an
operating point by assuming that the fan is never used
since it is a non-linear control element.
Liquid System Linearization
The linearized Bernoulli's equation for F is:
0
2
F = c h l/ + c
( h - h0 p )
o
op

[28]

2 h

h0 P

=

1/2
op
operating point height

Equation 17 can be rewritten in terms of deviation
variables where all variables are a deviation from their
steady state operating point value the result is:

A dh + (
dt

+ Kc ) h

c
2 h

op

= (

c + Kc ) h s

1/2

The transfer function of equation 29 is:

[29]
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G(s)

=

=

HCsl
Hs(s)

l
a s + l

a=

[30]

A

2 h

op

1/2

From the transfer function G(s) we see that the
response h(t) for a step change in the setpoint hs goes to
hs regardless of the size of the step. The analytical
solution of h(t) for a step setpoint change is:
h(t)

= (

l - exp(- t/a) ) hs

[ 31]

Thermal System Linearization
The linearized system view energy balance where again all
system variables are expressed as deviations from an
operating point is :
M cp ~~ + ( Kt + ( Alhop + A2 )

u )

T

=

[32]

[ ( Al hop + A2 ) u + Kt ] _Ts - T amb u Al ( hs - h )
Equation 32 can be Laplace transformed into:
T(s) =

Ts(s) +

( Hs(s)

t2 s + 1

tl s + l
tl =

- H(s) )

M

Cp

Kt + ( Al hop + A2) u
t2 =

Tamb U Al
Kt + ( Alhop + A2) u

[33]
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If the setpoints Ts(s) and Hs(s) are step functions
then using equation 30 for H(s) the final value of T(t)
will be Ts. The solution of T(t) is:
T(t)

=

Ts ( i - exp(-t/ti) ) +

[34]

Tamb U Ai hs ti t 2 ( exp(-t/ti) - exp(-t/a) )
M

Cp ( t 2 - ti)

a is the same value as in equation 30
For the tank view thermal equation to be linearized,
the input and output enthalpy streams and the internal
energy, which are two variable functions, must be
linearized using a Taylor Series expansion. The linearized
tank view equation in terms of deviation variables is:
dT + A p cp T 0 P ~~ +
op + h res ) A p Cp dt
11 2 c
[ Kt + ( A3hop + A4 ) U + Kt + c h
op
p ] T
i1 2 c ] Ts
[ ( A3hop + A4 ) u + Kt + c h
op
p

[35]

( h

-

+

c

[ Tamb U A3 -

2 h

op

Kc

p cp T 0 P ]

=

( hs -

h

)

i/2

The Laplace transform of equation 35 is:
T(s)

=

Ts(s) - a ti s H(s) - b ( Hs(s) - H(s) )
ti s + i

ti

=

[36]
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a

=
( hop + hres )

b

=

Tamb U A3 -

c

(
2 h

op

1/2

Applying the final value theorem to equation 36 we
see that for a step change in setpoints T(t) goes to T

s

as

time goes to infinity. The solution of T(t) is:
T(t)

= (

1 -

exp(-t/t 1 ) Ts +

[ ( T 0 P + hs a

Tamb

u

A3 -

[37]

c

(
2 h

1/2

op
( exp(-t/t 1 ) - exp(-t/a) )

t1

( a - tl )
a

J

( hop + hres )

is the same as in equation 30

Note that if the liquid time constant a is much
smaller than the thermal constant t

in equations 32 and 36
1
the terms following the first term of the exact solution
can be neglected.
Figure 9 is a block diagram of the linearized liquid
and thermal systems and their interactions.
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CHAPTER 4 - SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Section 1 - Parameter Determination
Liquid System Parameters
From equation 18 we see that the system parameters
are A and c. A is the cross sectional area of the tank and
was measured to be 376 cm 2 •
The valve coefficient c is determined by filling the
tank to some initial height and measuring the time for the
level to drop to some designated level. If we express
Bernoulli's equation as a differential equation we can
obtain a solution using separation of variables to get the
following.
c = 2 A

( t2 -

[38]

t1 )

h 1/2 - h 1/2
2
1
tl,t2 = time at initial height and ending height
hl,h2 = height at t 1 and t 2
Table 2 is a summary of the values obtained for c
under different conditions. Data at different water
temperatures was were taken to see if c was affected by
temperature.
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TABLE 2
VALVE COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES FOR VARIOUS CONDITIONS

c

INITIAL
HEIGHT
(CM)

ENDING
HEIGHT
(CM)

ELAPSED
TIME
(S)

TEMPERATURE

16.0

3.0

84

57

20.2

18.4

3.0

96

48

20.0

16.2

3.0

84

40

20.4

17.0

3.6

84

32

20.0

17.0

2.2

96

28

20.8

19.4

2.4

108

20

19.8

17.9

2.7

96

64

20.3

(C)

(CM 2 • 5 /S)

As Table 2 shows, the valve coefficient is not
correlated with the water temperature therefore an average
value of 20.0 cm 2 • 5;s with a standard deviation of 0.33
cm 2 · 5 ;s was chosen as the value for c.
Thermal System Parameters
For the system view thermal model (equation 14) the
system parameters are: M the mass of water in the system,
the A and A geometric factors relating total wetted
1
2
surface area to the water level, and U the heat transfer
coefficient which depends on whether the fan is on or off.
The mass of water in the system M was chosen to be
18,650 grams. This is enough water to fill the tank to a
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level of 20 cm and leave enough water in the reservoir to
prevent the pump from running dry.
The A and A2 wetted surface area factors for a water
1
mass of 18,650 grams in the system are 19.9 cm and 4157 cm 2
respectively.
The heat transfer coefficient U was calculated using
Newton's Law of Cooling. The system was heated to an
initial temperature and allowed to cool while the water
level was maintained constant. The temperature and time for
different intervals was then plotted as ln((T 2 - Tamb)/(T 1
- Tamb)) versus the elapsed time from the starting
temparature T 1 to the ending temperature T 2 where Tamb is
the ambient temperature which was assumed to equal 20
degrees celsius. All combinations of initial and ending
conditions were plotted (i.e. intervals 1 and 2, 1 and
3, ••••• , 1 and n,2 and 3, ••••• , 2 and n, etc.).
The slope of the least squares line through the data
plot will be equal to the heat transfer coefficient.
Figures 10 and 11 are the plots derived from the cooling
curves for the fan on and off respectively. The heat
transfer coefficient with the fan on is 0.00511 J/(s cm
and with the fan off it is 0.00241 J/(s cm 2 C).
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Figure 10. Temperature versus Time with Fan On.
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For the tank view thermal model (equation 25) the
$ystem parameters are: A the cross section area of the
tank, hres the valve height from the bottom of the tank,
the wetted surface area factors A3 and A4 , and the heat
transfer coefficient of the tank Utank·
The cross section area of the tank A is the same as
·that used in the system view model 367 cm 2 • The wetted
surface area factors A3 and A are geometrically determined
4
2
to be 77.6 cm and 997 cm • The valve height from the bottom
of the tank hres is

s.o

cm.

The heat transfer coefficient for the tank was
determined using the same procedure used for the system
view model except that tank was filled to some level and
then the pump was turned off and the valve shut. Under
these conditions the fan has no effect on the water
temperature and is left off.
The heat transfer coefficient depends on the
properties of the water-metal, metal-air films and the heat
conductivity of the metal. It should not vary with the
water level, however Table 3 shows how the tank heat
transfer coefficient increases with decreasing water level.
This effect is probably due to increased convective mixing
at lower tank levels.
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Since the tank heat tranfer coefficients could only
be obtained under still water conditions and the system
will be operated in a continuous flow mode it was decided
to use the value obtained from the system view thermal
model with the fan off.
TABLE 3
TANK HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT AT VARIOUS WATER LEVELS
TANK HEAT TRANSFE~ COEFFICIENT 1
(J/ (s cm C))

TANK WATER LEVEL
(CM)

19.8

0.00112

9.86

0.00127

1.0

0.00191

1 values shown were not used in tank view thermal model

Section 2 - Comparison of Non-Linear and
Linear System Model
A fourth order Runga-Kutta solution of the non-linear
system equations was performed and compared to the ·
analytical solution. The initial conditions were h equal to
10 cm and T equal to 25

c, these initial conditions were

used as the operating point for the analytical solutions
which are in terms of deviation variables.
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Figures 12a thru 13b are program plots of height
versus temperature and level versus height for Kc
Kt

=

=

3 and

100 for small and large deviations for the numerical

and analytical solutions of the system view equations. The
plots show good agreement for the small deviation.
Since the actual system has finite limits on the pump
flow rate and heater output the numerical solution had a
limiter incorporated into it. For this reason the
analytical solution to the linearized equations will always
be faster than the numerical solution. The actual system
response under program control is compared to the numerical
solution in Chapter 7.
The program used to perform the numerical and
analytical solutions was written in Turbo Pascal on an IBM
AT computer. On program startup the user is queried as to
what type of simulation is desired as shown in Figure 14.
After selecting the type of simulation the user specifies
the solution time interval, initial conditions and control
parameters by the menu of Figure 15. Graphics output of the
solution is performed with the plot axis appropriately
scaled and the program pauses to pe·r mit a hardcopy of the
solution if one is desired.
A listing of the program is given in Appendix B.
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Figure 12a. Numerical Solution of Small Setpoint Change
for System View Thermal Equations.
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analytical solution
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Figure 13a. Numerical Solution of Large Setpoint
Change for System View Thermal Equations
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Change for System View Thermal Equations.
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Simulation Menu
hit key for choice
A (analytical solution, linearized)
N <numerical solution)
S <system view thermal eqns.>
T (tank view thermal eqns.)
E (exit to parameter menu)
Q <quit program)
solution type =
numerical
model type =
tank

Figure 14. Simulation Program Startup Menu.

Parameter Changes Menu

(hit choice)

Change Kc for liquid system
Change Kc for thermal system
Change Level Setpoint
Change Temperature Setpoint
Change Simulation Time
Change initial height
Change initial temp.
E
E~·~ it to simulation
Current Parameter Values:
( 1 ) ~( c l i q
= 3 • ()
<2> Kctemp = 100.0
<3> Hset
= 15.0
<4> Tempset
= 30.0
(5) Sim. Time =
0
<6> H_init. = 10.0
<7> temp_init
= 25.0
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Figure 15. Simulation Program Parameter Menu.

CHAPTER 5 - CONTROL PARAMETERS
Section 1 - Introduction
Before starting program development of a control
algorithm it was necessary to determine the appropriate
transfer functions for all measurement and control
elements. The transfer functions developed relate the
system variables to the voltages at the DDC port of the
DEGEM controller. Figure 16 shows the relationship between
the measurement and control elements and the system
variables.
Section 2 - Transmitter Functions
Figure 17 is a plot of the water level versus the DDC
voltage output of the DEGEM controller. The voltage levels
off at 5 volts for levels greater than 20 cm. A least
squares fit of the data points gives:
h

=

4.13

v -

[39]

0.796

h is the water level in centimeters
V is the DDC port voltage output
Equation 39 is accurate to within 0.5 cm as long as
the system is calibrated to give a 2.5 volt DDC output or a
panel reading of 6 volts for a 10 cm water level.
Calibration is done by manually turning the potentiometer
on the LLTC unit.
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Figure 16. Control Scheme Relationships.
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The DDC voltage outputs for the temperature
transmitter are O volts at 20

c

and 5 volts at 70

c.

No

independent measurement of the tank water temperature was
made since the AD590 solid state element used to measure
temperature has a typical temperature error of plus or
minus 2 C over the

o c

to 100

c

range (Analog Devices

1984). It was assumed that the DEGEM control unit was
internally calibrated to minimize the temperature
measurement error.
The tank temperature versus DDC port voltage is:
T

=

10.0 V + 20.0

[40]

T is the tank temperature in celsius
T type thermocouples were taped to the radiator inlet
and outlet tubes. These thermocouples have a non-linear
voltage output. Quartic approximation constants suggested
by Cyborg (1985) were used to convert the voltage output of
the thermocouple signal conditioner to the appropriate
temperature. Typical error is in the range of plus or minus
0.2 C over the O C to 400 C range.
Section 3 - Control Element Transfer Functions
Pump flow rate at 20

c

water temperature was measured

for various pump voltages. Voltage was applied directly to
the pump voltage input on the control panel. The data is
shown in Figure 18,
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Pump flow rate levels off at 83.9 cm 3 /s due to the
internal op-amp power buffer reaching its maximum voltage
output of 11.7 volts. The pump turn on/turn off voltage is
5.4 volts. Between these two voltages the flow versus
voltage relation is highly linear. A least squares fit on
the data gives:
pump flow= 7.56 V - 4.03
pump flow in cm 3 /s

[41]

The error associated with equation 35 is plus or
minus 1 cm 3 /s.
Under program control the voltage sent to the pump is
a multiple of the voltage received at the DDC port. Table 4
gives the correspondence between DDC voltage and the actual
voltage sent to the pump.
TABLE 4
DOC VOLTAGE VERSUS PUMP VOLTAGE

DDC VOLTAGE

PUMP VOLTAGE

0

0

1

2.39

2

4.78

3

7.2

·5.03

12.00
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A least squares fit on the data of Table 4 gives the
following relation:
pump voltage

=

2.388 ( DDC voltage )

[42]

Equation 41 can then be rewritten in terms of DDC
voltage and becomes:
pump flow (cm 3 /s) = (7.56) (2.388) V - 4.03

[43]

During the course of experimentation it was noted
that the water level would change for different
temperatures even through the water pump voltage was
maintained at a constant level. Two possible reasons for
this phenomenon are changes in the valve coefficient or the
water level transmitter being affected by temperature. The
valve coefficient was shown in Chapter 4 to remain fairly
constant over the 20 - 60 C range. The level gage mounted
on the tank gave a visual confirmation of a level change
eliminating the level transmitter as a cause of the
problem.
Although the water pump is of a constant volume type
a plot of pump flow rates at different temperatures shows a
definite temperature effect. Figure 19 is a dimensionless
plot of F/F

0

versus T/T

temperature T and F

0

0

where F is the flow rate at

is the flow rate at T 0

different pump voltages and temperatures.

=

20 C for
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As Figure 19 shows the temperature dependence of the
flow rate is highly nonlinear. However, if only the data
for the 6 - 10 pump voltage and 20 - 55

c

temperature

ranges is considered (represented by the circles) a linear
correlation can be obtained. A least squares fit on the
restricted range gives:
F

=

Fo

0.1071 T + 0.8897
To

[44]

Equations 43 and 44 are used to determine what the
actual pump flow rate will be at a given DDC voltage and
water temperature.
The tank heater ouptut was measured for various input
vol~ages

to the DDC port, the results are shown in Figure

20. Wattage output at the heating coil was estimated by
taking the ratio of bursts from the heater burst control IC
to the burst rate when the heter is fully on. The burst
rate was measured using a digital counter.
Full on heater output occurs at 4.5 volts and was
measured with a wattmeter to be 2300 watts. Below 0.5 volts
the heater output is not measurable. A least squares fit on
the data of Figure 20 gives:
Heater Watts

=

612 V - 239

[45]
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Figure 20 - Heater Wattage versus DDC Voltage
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The radiator fan is an on/off device which is on at a
DDC port input of 5 volts and is off at

o

volts. The tank

solenoid valve is also an on/off device which is open at a
5 volt DDC port input and is closed at

o volts.

CHAPTER 6 - DIGITAL CONTROL PROGRAM
Section 1 - Introduction
Turbo Pascal was chosen as the language used to write
the control program. Turbo permits a structured program
design without the use of GO TO commands. Turnaround time
using this language was minimal due to the ease of editing
and compiling different program versions.
Section 2 - Turbo Pascal to Labsoft Interface
Choosing Turbo as the programming language required a
method of interfacing the Turbo program with the Labsoft
software which was originally intended for use by IBM
BASIC.
Figure 21 shows the memory map of the IBM AT computer
while running BASIC and while running Turbo. The Labsoft
software is made up of a machine code device driver which
communicates with the ISSAC 91-I and a driver that serves
as an interface between BASIC and the ISSAC driver. The
BASIC program is provided with the correct addresses of the
machine coded subroutines by a Labsoft header which must be
the first part of the program. The program header queries
the DOS operating system to obtain the starting address of
the BASIC interface driver.
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Figure 21. Memory Map of IBM AT While Running BASIC
and Turbo Pascal.
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The device drivers are loaded into memory on boot up.
As long as the configuration file contents are not changed
the Labsoft drivers will be loaded into the same memory
locations. Memory addresses in the IBM AT are expressed as
a 16 bit segment address which is multiplied by 16 and
added to a 16 bit offset.
The Turbo program makes use of the Labsoft machine
code subroutines by making direct call in machine code to
the routines. Turbo allows inline machine code which will
make these calls. Any subroutine in the Labsoft driver can
be accessed using the machine code equivalent of CALL FAR
SEG:OFS where SEG:OFS correspond to the segment and offset
of the desired subroutine.
Since the interface driver "thinks" it is
communicating with a BASIC program it is critical to insure
that parameter addresses are passed in the format that
BASIC uses. Turbo can pass parameters to a Turbo subroutine
(procedure) via the stack by value or address. The address
that Turbo passes is four bytes long and consists of the
segment and offset of the parameter to be passed. BASIC
only sends the offset of a parameters address. In order to
get Turbo to follow the BASIC format for parameter passing
it was necessary . to obtain the offset of all parameters and
then making a call to a Turbo subroutine and passing these
offsets by value.
Once in the Turbo subroutine the stack contains the
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off sets of the parameters and the return address to the
main program in segment-offset form. The inline machine
code call to the Labsoft driver is inside this subroutine.
Before it is executed, the Turbo return address is saved in
a temporary memory location outside of Turbo's memory space
and the stack pointer is pointed to the topmost parameter
on the stack. After returning from the Labsoft driver the
stack pointer is pointing below the parameter space. In
order to make the stack pointer point to the top of the
parameter space again a number corresponding to the number
of bytes passed to the driver is subtracted from the stack
pointer. The Turbo return is recalled from its storage
location and placed on top of the stack. The end of the
Turbo subroutine is reached and a normal return to the main
program is executed.
Special data structures had to be devised for
permitting

passing of Turbo real and string variables. The

Turbo format of a real · is six bytes long with the exponent
located in the first byte and a five byte mantissa
following least significant byte first. A BASIC ·real is
four bytes long with the exponent in the fourth byte and a
three byte mantissa starting at the first byte most
signicant byte first. Conversion from Turbo to Basic format
was done

~y

declaring a four byte variable in Turbo and

rearranging the byte order. The offset of this four byte
variable is what is passed to the Labsoft driver.
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Turbo string variables were similarly converted to
BASIC format. Turbo string format is the string length in
the first byte of the string and the string characters in
the following bytes. BASIC uses a three byte string
descriptor which contains the the string length in the
first byte and an offset pointing to the string in the next
two bytes. A three byte variable is created in Turbo and
the appropriate string length and offset placed in the
variable. The offset of this Turbo string descriptor is
what is passed to the Labsoft routine as a parameter.
Section 3 - Program Structure
A top down design procedure was followed while
writing the control software. Stub modules of the
functional blocks were createq to test the main program
decision tree and then the modules where gradually filled
in with their functions. Figure 22 shows the functional
structure of the program.
The program begins by initializing all control
parameters (model parameters are declared as constants) and
querying the user whether they wish to continue or exit by
displaying the following:
MENU (hit ·k ey for choice)
C: · Change Parameters
S: Exit to System
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ALGORITHM

OUTPUT
CONVERT

OUTPUT

Figure 22. Functional Structure of Control Program.
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If the C key is pressed, the parameter change module
is entered and the menu shown in Figure 23 displayed. The
user selects which action to take by hitting the
appropriate key and entering the new parameter. Among the
choices are:
1. Changing the proportional feedback constants in
the thermal and liquid system.
2.

Sel~cting

setpoints for the thermal and liquid

system.
3. Selecting which type of controller is desired:
tank view or system view.
The system view controller takes into account all the
water in the system and assumes that is is a constant
temperature. The operating point values of the manipulated
variables (pump flow rate and heater output) are
dynamically determined from the setpoint values selected
and the system model parameters. Offset values are added to
operating point manipulated variable values depending on
what the error term is and what proportional constant was
chosen.
The tank view controller performs the same functions
as the system view controller except that it only considers
the water in the tank. In addition, the tank view
controller has a feedfoward element that monitors the inlet
water temperature and adjusts the heater ouptut to
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Parameter Changes Menu (hit choice)
1.
2.
3.
4.
S
T

E

Change Kc for liquid system
Change Kc for thermal system
Change Level Setpoint
Change Temperature Setpoint
System Control Mode
Tank Control Mode
Exit to control loop

Current Parameter Values:
<1> Kcliq
= 3974.3 eels/cm
<2> Kctemp = 3815.0 J/s/C
(3) Hset
= 0.0 cm
(4) Tset
= 0.0 C
system control mode

Figure 23. Parameter Change Menu.
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counteract the effect any changes would have on the tank
water temperature.
Once parameters have been chosen the user exits by
pressing the E key, control begins immediately.
The first task of the control loop is to obtain
inputs from the LLTC system via the ISSAC. Before
converting the binary values to real quantities the outputs
are digitally with the recursive filter given by equation
46.

=
y. =
1
x.1 =
Yi

a

=

a yi-1 + b x.
1

[46]

ouput at time i
input at time i

0.8

b

=

0.2

This low pass filter has a cutoff frequency of 2 Hz.
This low cutoff frequency is an order of magnitude greater
than the system time constants for moderate proportional
feedback constant values.
The filtered digital inputs are converted to their
voltage equivalents and then converted to the real value of
the sytem measurements using the equations in Chapter 5.
The control algorithm operates on real input
quantities and outputs a pump flow rate in cc's/s and
heater output in watts. Since the pump and heater have
finite limits the pump flow rate and heater output are
maintained within these limits by the control algorithm.
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Cooling of the water is done by shutting down the
heater and turning the fan on whenever the tank temperature
is above the setpoint. In order to prevent excessive
cycling of the fan a deadtime is incorporated into the fan
control algorithm. The tank temperature must be above the
setpoint for ten loops of the control algorithm for the fan
to turn off and likewise it must be below the setpoint for
ten loops for the fan to turn off once it has been turned
on.
output values are converted to their digital
equivalents and sent to the Labsoft driver routines.
At the end of the control loop the program graphics
display is updated with the latest system information. As
the program is executing the keyboard is monitored for
further user input. The user can interactively change the
type of graphics display or choose to to exit the control
loop by pressing the appropriate key.
E - exit control loop
F - flow diagram graphics
s - state diagram graphics
Figures 24 and 25 are typical flow diagram and state
diagram graphics output.
The flow diagram is a schematic representation of the
system which indicates the lates parameter values, control
mode, program output to the system and an animation of the
liquid level. The state diagram gives the time history of
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the system state (height and temperature) and the latest
control parameter values. Both graphs also indicate the
time in seconds since the conrol loop was entered and a
status variable indicating possible Labsoft or ISSAC
errors. A listing of error numbers is given in the Labso"ft
User's Guide (Cyborg 1984).
The program initially presents a flow diagram however
once in the control loop an exit to change parameters
maintains the last graphics output type chosen.
Regardless of what sequence of operations is followed
while in the control loop the state diagram shows the last
10 minutes of the tank level and the last 60 minutes of the
tank temperature. once these time limits are exceeded the
plot wraps around and begins at time zero.
If the user changes parameters and then returns to
the control loop all old graphics information is erased.
Upon exit from the program all outputs to the ISSAC are set
to zero volts which turns off the LLTC unit.
Appendix

c

contains the Turbo Pascal source code

which implements the digital control program. Some of the
modules are not physically present in the main program
source code but are included during compilation using the
Turbo {$I filename} command in the source code. Included
files are listed in order of occurrence following the main
program.
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FLOW DIAGRAM
Cont~ol Pa~aMete~s

(teMp's in celsius)
Kcliq : 29. 9 cc/s/cM
KcteMp : 39.9 JlslC
Hset : 5.9 CM
Tset : 55.9 C
tank cont~ol Mode
H(CM) : 4.7
T Ctank) : 52.01

Tout : 51.5
RADIATOR
FAN : of£
I

Tin: 51.7

PUMP
RES.

873

HIT : S fo~ state diag~aM cha~t
E to exit cont~ol loop

Figure 24. Flow Diagram.

FLOW : 43.6
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status : 9
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69
STATE DIAGRAM
(C)
Control ParaMeters
CteMp's in celsius)
Kcliq : 3.9 cc/s/cM
KcteMp : 1990.9 J/s/C
49
Hset : 12.9 CM
lset : 27.9 c
tank control Mode
HIT : F for Clow diagraM chart
Eto exit control loop
29
status : e· control tiMe : 398
9
TeMp. vs tiMe
29
69

TeMp. vs Height

-

....

19 15
Height vs tiMe

5

29 (CM)

(CM)

CC)
49

20

19

9

15

39

45

J

69 (Min)

0

9

1.25 2.5 3.75 5 (Min)

Figure 25. State Diagram.

CHAPTER 7 - RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Section l - Comparison of Experimental Results to
the Model Prediction
Experimental runs of the system under program control
were done for various proportional control constants for
the liquid and thermal control loops. Thermal control was
done using either the system view or tank view control
modes.
Table 5 shows the setpoint and actual system state at
steady state conditions. The initial state was 5 cm water
level and 20

c

water temperature. As Table 5 shows, the

control program is able to take the system to points
throughout the operating range and hold the setpoint with a
moderate offset error.
Figure 26 shows the dynamic response of the liquid
system

for a step change in setpoint for various values of

Kc. The numerical solution for the same conditions is shown
in Figure 27. From comparing the figures we can see that
the numerical prediction and the actual system response
differ for small Kc but
. become closer for larger Kc. The
actual system response offset becomes smaller for larger Kc
which is the type of behavior one would expect from a
proportional control system with a constant operating
point.
70
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TABLE 5
SETPOINT AND ACTUAL SYSTEM STATE 1
AT STEADY STATE CONDITIONS

SETPOINT
(CM,C)

SYSTEM STATE
(CM,C)
Kc

=

SETPOINT
(CM,C)

10

SYSTEM STATE
(CM,C)
Kc

=

20

5, 20

4.8, 20.6 2

5, 20

5.1, 20.6 2

15, 20

16.3, 20.6 2

15, 20

16.0, 20.6 2

5, 55

4.3, 52.6

5, 55

5.4, 52.0

15, 55

16.4, 53.0

15, 55

16.0, 53.1

1

Kt

=

30

2 cannot cool system below ambient temperature of 20.6 c
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12.5
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Figure 26. System Response to Level Setpoint Change.

Kc= 10
Kc20

10.0
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7.5
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Figure 27 ·. Numerical Solution for System Response to
Level Setpoint Change.
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Small changes in the setpoint temperature were
attempted. The response was poor for the tank view thermal
controller. This was probably due to the fact that the
thermocouples and the AD590 sensor can be as much as a
degree off from each other when measuring the same
temperature.
The numerical solutions for the thermal system under
tank mode control assume the water inlet temperature is
constant, when in fact it is changing in the real system
due to recirculation. Because of this constant temperature
assumption only the system mode control prediction can be
compared to the actual response for large temperature
setpoint changes.
For moderate setpoint changes the tank mode
controller was superior to the system mode controller.
Because of the enthalpy loss compensation term of the tank
mode controller the heater will maintain a higher output
than the system mode controller for the same ' temperature
error and Kt.
The system response for Kt values less than 100 is
extremely sluggish so runs were made at values of 100 and
300 for a setpoint change of 25

c

to 35

c.

Liquid level was

maintained constant at 5 cm. Figure 28 shows the system
response for ·tank mode control, system mode control and the
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~
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Figure 28. System Response to Temperature Setpoint
Change.
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numerical prediction for system mode control. We see that
the tank mode control is faster than system mode.
At small setpoint changes the numerical solution of
the system predicts a faster system response for the tank
mode controller. The system response shows that this
prediction can be extended to larger setpoint changes.
Figure 29 shows the system response for a setpoint
change from 5 cm and 25

c to 15 cm and 50 c, which

traverses the state space. Very high Kc and Kt values of 20
and 1000 respectively were used. There is a large error
between the predicted system mode response and the actual
response at these extreme conditions.
A cooling curve was obtained for a change of setpoint
of 35 C to 25 C at a constant level of 10 cm and compared
to the system mode prediction. As figure 30 shows the
actual system cools off faster than the model prediction.
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Figure 29. System Response to Level and Temperature
Setpoint Change.
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Figure 30. Cooling Curve of System:
Experimental and Predicted.
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Section 2 - Conclusions
The control program developed in this paper is
capable of controlling the DEGEM PCT - 3 satisfactorily
over the range of 5 - 15 cm tank water level and 20 - 55 c
temperature. The steady state offset errors observed can be
attributed to model parameter estimation errors and state
measurement errors. Dynamic response of the system probably
cannot be improved much over the response shown due to the
inherent limitations of the pump and heater. Further work
is needed on obtaining a more accurate heat transfer
coefficient for the system.
Further suggestions for work on the system are that
an adaptive control algorithm be used in order to
compensate for the time varying nature of some of the
system parameters. With a more accurate estimate of the
model parameters the adaptive control algorithm would be
capable of tighter control of the system.
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APPENDIX A - ISSAC CONNECTIONS
Switch

Settings on Degem Control Unit

S2 on a
SJ ON

SS on d position
S6 ON

Configuration of ISSAC 91-I

o -

10 volts unipolar

unit number

=

o

o - 5 volt

I-100 12 channel A/D in slot o (device o,unit O)
range set on card, no amplification
sc-101 Signal Conditioner connected to I-100

o -

I-110 4 channel D/A in slot 1 (device 1, unit O)

5 volt

range set on card, no amplification

CONNECTIONS
Degem Control Unit
(J4 connector)

- Unit 0 -

A/D ch an 0
ch an 1

Temperature in
Water level in

D/A ch an
ch an
ch an
ch an

Heating Coil volts out
Cooling Fan volts out
Water Pump volts out
Tank Solenoid Valve volts out

0
1
2
3

4
3
6

2
8

10
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CONNECTIONS - continued
Degem Control Unit
(J4 connector)

- Unit 0 -

Device O
·(device O connected directly to
sc-io1 signal conditioner)
A/D chan o Thermocouple
- Radiator Inlet Tube
chan 1 Thermocouple
- Radiator Outlet Tube

n/a
n/a

Device 1
D/A chan

o

chan 1

Temperature Setpoint
Panel Meter volts out
Level Setpoint
Panel Meter volts out

5

12
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APPENDIX B - LISTING OF SIMULATION PROGRAM

program lltc sim;
{Fourth order Runge-Kutta numerical solution to the
non-linear differential equation of the
lltc control equation}
type
txt = string[20];
var
input : char;
exit : boolean;
sim type, mod type : txt;
hk l,hk 2,hk 3,hk 4 : real;
tk-1,tk-2,tk-3,tk-4 : real;
h init,-temp-init-: real;
h-old,h new,h rate,temp old,temp new
real;
kcliq,kctemp : real;
h set,temp set : real;
quit, fan : boolean;
-t old, ·t new , t end : real; {secs}
temp out-: real;-{celsius}
index , oldindex : integer;
h scale, temp scale : real;
temp_plot, h_plot: integer;
sys temp tau, tank temp tau, h tau : real;
sys-temp-fl, sys temp f2, sys temp f3 : real;
tank_temp_fl, tank_temp_f2, tank_temp_f3,
tank_temp_f4 : real;
tank_temp_f5, tank_temp_f6 : real;
const
del t :real = 1.0 ; {seconds}
A :real = 376.0 ; {cm**2}
Cp :real = 4.184 ; {joules/g/celsius}
M : real = 18647; {grams}
A 1 :real = 19.9; {cm}
A-2 :real = 4157; {cm**2}
A-3 : real = 77.6; {cm}
A-4 : real = 997.0; {cm**2}
h-res : real = 8.0 ;{cm}
p-: real = 1.0; {water density grams/cc}
valve coeff :real = 20.2; {cm**2.5/sec}
temp_amb: real = 20~0 ; {celsius}
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function U(fan: boolean):real;
begin
if fan then
U := 5.llE-3
else
U := 2.41E-3;
end;
function Height(t_old,h_old: real):real;
var
pump flow : real;
beginpump_flow := valve coeff * sqrt(h set)+
Kcliq*(h_set - h_old);
if pump flow > 83.0 then pump_flow := 83.0;
if pump-flow < 38.0 then pump flow := 38.0;
Height T= (pump_flow - valve coeff * sqrt(h_old)) /A;
end;
function Temperature(t_old,temp_old,h_rate: real):real;
var
heater watts: real;
f in :-real;
f-out : real;
begin
if mod type = 'system' then
begin heater watts := (temp set - temp amb)*
(A 1-* h set + A 2) * U(fan)
+ kctemp *(temp set - temp old);
if heater watts > 2300.0 .then heater watts T= 2300.0;
if heater watts < o.o then heater watts := o.o;
Temperature := (heater watts - (temp old - temp amb) *
(A_l .-hold+ A_2} * U(fan))/ (M * Cp};
end
else
begin
f in := valve_coeff *sqrt(h_set) + kcliq*(h_set - h_old);
if £ in > 83~0 then f in := 83.0;
if f-in < 38.0 then f-in := 38.0;
f out:= valve coeff * sqrt(h old);
temp out =~ 25~0; {approximation of inlet temp.}
heater watts := (temp_set - temp_amb)*
(A 3 * h set + A 4) * U(fan)
+ p-* Cp * valve_coeff * sqrt(h_set)*
(temp set - temp out)
+ kctemp * (temp_set - temp_old) ;
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if heater watts > 2300.0 then heater watts := 2300.0;
if heater-watts < o.o then heater watts := o.o;
Temperature := (heater watts (temp old - temp amb)
*(A 3-* hold+ A 4)* U(fan)
+ p*Cp*( f=in*temp=out - f_out•temp_old)A*p*Cp*temp old*h rate)
/(A*p*(h- old+ h - res)* Cp);
end;
end;
procedure state_diagram;
begin
HiRes;
HiResColor(lightred);
gotoxy(5,1);
write (sim type:lO,' solution');
gotoxy(5,2);
write (mod type:6,' view thermal model');
gotoxy(5,4);
write('control parameters');
gotoxy(5,5);
write('Kcliq = ',kcliq:6:1,' cc/sec/cm');
gotoxy(5,6);
write('Kctemp = ',kctemp:6:1, 'J/sec/C');
gotoxy(5,7);
write('Hset
= ',h_set:4:1,' cm');
gotoxy(5,8);
write('Tset
= •,temp_set:4:1,' C');
{***** temp. vs time graph *****}
d-raw(50,190,50,110,l);{temp. scale}
. draw(50,170,57,170,i); {tick marks on temp. scale}
draw(50,150,57,150,1);
draw(50,130,57,130,1);
draw(50,110,57,110,1);
if temp init <> temp set then
begin gotoxy(3,24); {values on temp. scale}
if temp init < temp set then
wr.ite(temp init:4:1)
else
write(temp set:4:1);
gotoxy(3,l~);

write(((temp init + temp_set)/2.0):4:1);
gotoxy(3,14);
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if temp init < temp set then
write(temp set:4:1)
else
write(temp init:4:1);
end
else
begin
gotoxy(3,19);
write(temp init:4:1);
end;
gotoxy(l3,13);
write('Temp. vs time');
gotoxy(l,17);
write('(C) ');
draw(50,190,250,190,l);{time scale}
draw(l00,190,100,187,1); {tick marks on time scale}
draw(l50,l90,l~0,187,1);

draw(200,190,200,187,l);
draw(250,190,250,187,1);
gotoxy(7,25);
write('O

',(t_end/60.0):4:1,'(min) ');

{***** height vs time graph *****}
draw(350,190,350,llO,l);{height scale}
draw(350,170,357,170,l); {tick marks on height scale}
draw ( 350 I .1 50I357I150 I 1) ;
draw(350,130,357,130,1);
draw(350,110,357,110,1);
gotoxy(40,24);
if h init <> h set then
begin
if h init < h set then
write(h init:4:1)
else
write(h_set:4:1);
gotoxy(40,19);
write(((h init + h set)/2.0):4:1);
gotoxy(40~14);
if h init < h set then
wr.ite(h set:4:1)
else
write(h init:4:1);
end
else
begin
gotoxy(40,19);
write(h set:4:1);
end;
-
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gotoxy(52,13);
write('Height vs time');
gotoxy(39,17);
write('(cm) ');
draw(350,190,550,190,l); {time scale}
draw(400,190,400,187,l); {tick marks on time scale}
draw(450,190,450,187,l);
draw(S00,190,500,187,1);
draw(550,190,550,187,l);
gotoxy(45,25);
write( 1 0
', (t_end/60.0) :4:1,' (min)');

{***** temp vs height graph *****}
draw(350,S5,350,05,l);
draw(350,65,357,65,l); {tick marks on temp. scale}
draw(350,45,357,45,l);
draw(350,25,357,25,l);
draw ( 3-50 I 5 I 357 I 5 I 1) ;
gotoxy(40,ll); {values on temp. scale}
if temp init <> temp set then
begin if temp init < temp set then
write(temp init:4:1)
else
write(temp set:4:1);
gotoxy(40,6);
write(.((temp init +temp set)/2.0):4:1);
gotoxy(40,1)7
if temp init < temp set then
write(temp set:4:1)
else
write(temp init:4:1);
end
else
begin
gotoxy(40,6);
write(temp set:4:1);
end;
gotoxy(39,3);
write ( ' ( C) ' ) ;
gotoxy(52,l);
write('Temp. vs Height');
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draw(350,85,550,85,1);
draw(400,85,400,82,1); {tick marks on height scale}
draw(450,85,450,82,1);
draw(.500,85,500,82,1);
draw(550,85,550,82,1);
gotoxy(45,12);
if h init <> h set then
begin
if h init < h set then
write(h init:4:1,'

'

-

else
write(h set:4:1,'

-

end
else
write ('
end;

'

',((h init + h set)/2.0):4:1,
',h_set:4:1,' -(cm)')
',((h init + h set)/2.0):4:1,
',h_init:4:1,'- (cm)');

',h_set:4:1);

procedure parameters;
var
exit : boolean;
input : char;
begin
ClrScr;
repeat
gotoxy(20,3);
write ('Parameter Changes Menu (hit choice)');
gotoxy(20,5);
write ('1. Change Kc for liquid system');
gotoxy(20,6);
write ('2. Change Kc for thermal system');
gotoxy(20,7);
write ('3. Change Level Setpoint');
gotoxy(20,8);
write ('4. Change Temperature Setpoint');
gotoxy(20,9);
write ('5. Change Simulation Time');
gotoxy(20,10);
write ('6. Change initial height');
gotoxy(20,ll);
write ('7. Change initial temp.');
gotoxy(20,12);
write ('E Exit to simulation');
gotoxy(20,13);
write (tcurrent Parameter Values:');
gotoxy(20,14);
write ('(1) Kcliq = ',Kcliq:4:1);
gotoxy(20,15);

I
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write ('(2) Kctemp = ',Kctemp:4:1);
gotoxy(20,16);
write ('(3) Hset
= ',H_set:4:1);
gotoxy(20,17);
write ('(4) Tempset
= ',Temp_set:4:1);
gotoxy(20,18);
write ('(5) Sim. Time= •,t_end:G:O);
gotoxy(20,19);
write ('(6) H init. = ',h_init:4:1);
gotoxy(20,20);
write ('(7) temp init = •,temp_init:4:1);
read (kbd,input);
case input of
'1 1 : begin
gotoxy(35,14);
write('Enter new Kcliq
');
read(Kcliq);
ClrScr;
end;
'2': begin
gotoxy(35,15);
write('Enter new Kctemp: ');
read(Kctemp);
ClrScr;
end;
'3': begin
gotoxy(35,16);
write('Enter new Hset: ');
read(H set);
ClrScr;
end;
'4': begin
gotoxy(35,17);
write('Enter new Temp. set
');
read(Temp set);
ClrScr; end;
'5': begin
gotoxy(35,18);
write('Enter new simulation run time:
read(t end);
ClrScr;
end;
'6': begin
gotoxy(35,19);
write('Enter initial height
');
read -(h init);
ClrScr;
end;
'7': begin
gotoxy(35,20);

');
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write('Enter initial temp.
read(temp init);
ClrScr; end;

');

end;
until input in ['e','E'];
end;
begin
clrscr;
{initial model type and solution type}
sim type:= 'analytical';
mod-type:= •system';
{initial parameter values}
temp init := 25.0;
h init := 10.0;
temp set := 30;
h set := 15;
kcliq := 3.0;
kctemp := 100;
quit := false;
while not quit do
begin
textmode(SO);
gotoxy(30,10);
write('Simulation Menu');
gotoxy(30,12);
write('hit key for choice');
gotoxy(30,13);
write(' A (analytical solution, linearized)');
gotoxy(30,14);
write(' N (numerical solution)');
gotoxy(30,15);
write(' s (system view thermal eqns.) ');
gotoxy(30,16);
write(' T (tank view thermal eqns.) ');
gotoxy(30,17);
write(' E (exit to parameter menu)');
gotoxy(30,18);
write(' Q (quit program)');
exit := false;
repeat
gotoxy(30,20);
write ( 'solution type = ' , sim_type: 10) ;
gotoxy(30,21);
write('model type= •,mod_type:6);
read (kbd,input);
if input in ['a','A'] then sim_type :='analytical';
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i'nput i'n ['n','N']
if input in ('s','S']
if input in ['t','T']
if input in ('e','E']
if input in ['q','Q']
begin
exit := true;
quit := true;
end;
until exit;

th en
then
then
then
then

sim
· t ype := ' numerica
· l' ;
mod-type:= •system';
mod type:= •tank';
exit:= true;

{reset plotting variables}
oldindex := O;
t_old := o.o;
if not quit then
begin
parameters;
if temp init <> temp set then
temp scale := 80.0/abs(temp init - temp_set)
else temp_scale := o.o;
if h init <> h set then
. h scale := 80.0/abs(h_init - h_set)
else
h scale := o.o;
state_diagram;
temp old := temp init;
h old =~ h init;h=tau := A-/(valve_coeff/(2.0 * sqrt(h_init)) + kcliq);
sys_temp_tau := M * Cp /(kctemp +
(A_l * h~init + A_2)* U(false));
sys_temp_fl

:= (temp amb - temp init) * U(false)
* A 1 * sys temp tau
* (h_set - h_init)/ (M * Cp);

sys_temp_f2 := 1.0 + sys_temp_tau/(h_tau - sys_temp_tau);
sys_temp_f3 := h_tau / ·(h_tau - sys_temp_tau);
tank temp tau := (h init + h res) * A * p * Cp I
(kctemp-+ (A 3 *-h init + A 4) * U(false) +
valve coeff-* sqrt(h_init)-* p * Cp
);
tank_temp_fl :=
tank temp f2 :=
tank temp=f3 :=

temp init * (h_set - h_init)/
(h init + h res);
1.0 - h tau/(h tau - tank temp tau);
tank_temp_tau/(h_tau - tank_temp_tau) ;
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tank_temp_f4 := tank temp tau * (h set - h init)/
((h init + h res)*-A * p *-Cp)
* ( (temp amb --temp init)* U(false) *A 3 (valve coeff/(2.0*sqrt(h init))
+ kcliq)* p * cp * temp-init );
tank_temp_f5 _:= 1.0 + tank temp tau/
(h tau - tank temp tau) ;
tank_temp_f6 := h tau/ (h_tau - tank_temp_tau);
while t old < t end
begin

do

if sim type = 'numerical' then
begin if temp old < temp set then
fan :=-true
else
fan := false;
h rate:= Height(t old,h old);
hk 1 := del t * h rate; tk 1 := del-t * Temperature(t_old,temp_old,h_rate);
h rate:= Height((t old+ del t/2.0),(h old+hk 1/2.0));
hk 2 := del t * h rate;
tk 2 := del-t * Temperature((t_old + del_t/2.0),
(temp_old + tk_l/2.0),h_rate);
h rate:= Height((t old+ del t/2.0),(h old+hk 2/2.0));
hk 3 := del t * h rate;
tk-3 := del-t * Temperature((t old+ del t/2.0),
(temp=old + tk_2/2.0),h_rate);
h rate:= Height((t old+ del t),(h old+ hk 3));
hk 4 := del t * h rate;
tk-4 := del-t * Temperature((t old+ del t),
(temp_old + tk_3),h_rate);
h new := h old + hk 1/6.0 + hk 2/3.0
+-hk 3/3.o-+ hk 4/6.o;
temp_new := temp old + tk 1/6.0 + tk 2/3.0
+ tk 3/3.0 + tk_4/6.0; temp old:= temp . new;
h old :=. h_new; end;
index:= round(t_old/t_end * 200.0);
if index > oldindex then
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begin
if sim type = •analytical' then
begin h old := h init + (h set - h init) *
(1-- exp (-t=old / h=tau));
if mod type = •system' then
temp old := temp init + (temp set - temp_init) *
(1 --exp(-t old/sys temp tau))
+ sys temp fl*(sys temp f2 * exp(-t old/sys temp tau)
- - sys_temp_f3 *-exp(-t_old/h=tau))
else
temp old := temp init + (temp set - temp init) *
(1 --exp(-t old/tank temp tau))
-tank temp fl*(tank temp f2 *exp(-t old/tank temp tau)
+tank temp f3 *-exp(-t old/h tau))
+tank temp f4*(tank temp f5 *exp(-t old/tank temp tau)
--tank temp_f6 * exp(-t_old/h_tau));
end;
if temp set > temp init then
temp_plot := round( (temp_old - temp_init) *temp_scale)
else
temp_plot :=round( (temp_old - temp_set) *temp_scale);
if h set > h init then
h_plot :=round ((h_old - h_init) * h_scale)
else
h_plot :=round ((h_old - h_set) * h_scale);
if temp_scale = O then temp_plot := 40;
if h scale = o then h plot := 40;
plot((index + 50),(190 - temp_plot),l);
plot((index + 350),(190 - h_plot),l);
plot((h plot* 5 div 2 + 350 ),
(85-- temp_plot),l);
oldindex := index;
end;{end of plotting routine}
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t_old := t_old + del_t;
end;{end of solution loop}
{sound beeper so print screen can be activated}
Sound(440);
Delay(lOO);
NoSound;
gotoxy(5,9);
write('hit any key for menu');
repeat
until KeyPressed;
end;{end of parameter menu loop}
end;{end of main menu loop}
end.{end of main program}
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APPENDIX C - LISTING OF CONTROL PROGRAM

program lltc;
{written by Pedro J. Claudio, summer 1986 as
part of thesis titled Direct Digital Control
of a Liquid Level/Temperature Control Unit.}
type
txt = string[20];
intarray = array[0 •. 9] of integer;
strg_desc_type = array[0 .• 2] of byte;
bas_real_type = array[0 .• 3] of byte;
var
choice, oldchoice : char;
chan low, chan hi,index : integer;
chan-low ofs, chan hi ofs : integer;
status, status ofs-: integer;
count, rate : real;
bas count, bas rate : bas real type;
bas-count ofs,-bas rate ofs : integer;
options, model_graph, fan, valve : txt;
fan index : integer;
input, output : intarray;
output_ofs, dest_3_ofs : integer;
dest_o, dest_l, dest_2, dest_3 : intarray;
strg _desc: strg desc type;
strg-desc ofs : integer;
turb-real-: real;
bas real : bas real type;
turb real ofs : integer;
bas real ofs : integer;
new-time~old time,elapsed time,
control time~initial time-: real;
state plot time, height plot time : real;
control, first loop, quit ,first draw: boolean;
t in,t out,t tank : real;
h-tank~ old h tank : real;
heater watts,-pump flow, pump flow o : real;
Kcliq,-Kctemp, H set, T set :-real;
state plot index~ height plot index : integer;
state_plot-: array[0 •• 200,0 •• l] of integer;
height plot : array[0 •• 200] of integer;
control type : txt;
canst
{constants used for T-type thermocouples}
adinter : integer = 4095;
adoffset : integer = O;
span : integer= 24247;
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offset : integer = 3378;
{quartic approximation constants for T-type}
{thermocouples, range O - 400 degrees C
}
ao : real = o.o;
al : real = 2.5661297E-2;
a2 : real = -6.1954869E-7 ;
a3 : real = · 2.2181644E-ll;
a4 : real = -3.5500900E-16;
{reference temperature for pump flow}
{correction factor, degrees C
}
TO : real = 20.0;
{heat transfer coeff. of system lumped,}
{ joules/cm*cm/celsius/sec
}
U : real = 2.41E-3;
{heat capacity of water J/gram/celsius}
Cp : real = 4·.184;
{density of water gram/cc}
p : real = l.O;
{valve coefficient liq. system (cm**2.5/sec)}
valve_coeff: real = 20.182 ;
{dead zone for fan to prevent excessive cycling}
fan_threshold : integer = 10;
{time scale factor for height vs time plots}
height_time_factor: real = 1.5;
{time scale factor for temp vs time and
state (temp. vs height) plots}
state_time_factor : real = 18.0;
{system control heat transfer area factor (cm)}
A_l : real = 19.9;
{system control heat transfer area factor (cm**2)}
A 2 : real = 4157.8;
{tank control heat transfer area factor (cm)}
A 3 : real = 77.6;
{tank control heat transfer area factor (cm**2)}
A 4 ~ real ~ 997.0;
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function mv (value : integer) : real;
{this function converts the digital ISSAC value
from the thermocouple's signal condotioner to
~ millivolt value}
begin
mv := (value - adoffset)* (span/adinter) - offset;
end;
function celsius (mv: real): real;
{thi~ function converts from millivolt
signal from the thermocouple to celsius}
begin
celsius := ao + mv *(al+ mv *(a2 + mv *(a3 + mv *(a4))));
end;
{******* INCLUDE FILES *********}
{issac.lib has the following procedures:
aousc; analog output $equential channels
ainsc; analog input sequential channels
setstat; $ets up status variable for ISSAC
stopfun; terminates asynchronous ISSAC operation
beepfun; beeps the ISSAC speaker
ains; single channel analog input}
{$I issac.lib}
{lltcgrap.lib has the following procedures
flow_diagram; draws schematic representation of lltc
system
state diagram; draws temp vs time, height vs time and
temp-vs height plots of lltc system}
{$I lltcgrap.lib}
{util.lib has the following procedures
GetCurrentTime; returns elapsed time since midnight
in hundreths of seconds
inkey; checks system to see if key has been pressed
if one has returns the character via the paramete~}
{$I util.lib}
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procedure parameters;
var
exit : boolean;
input : char;
begin
ClrScr;
repeat
gotoxy(20,3);
write ('Parameter Changes Menu (hit choice)');
gotoxy(20,5);
write ('l. Change Kc for liquid system');
gotoxy(20,6);
write ( 1 2. Change Kc for thermal system');
gotoxy(20,7);
write ('3. Change Level Setpoint');
gotoxy(20,8);
write ('4. Change Temperature Setpoint');
gotoxy(20,9);
write ('S System Control Mode');
gotoxy(20,10);
write ('T Tank Control Mode');
gotoxy(20,ll);
write ('E Exit to control loop');
gotoxy(20,13);
.w rite ('Current Parameter Values: ') ;
gotoxy(20,14);
write ('(l) Kcliq = ',Kcliq:4:1,' cc/s/cm');
gotoxy(20,15);
write ('(2) Kctemp = ',Kctemp:4:1,' J/s/C');
gotoxy(20,16);
write ('(3) Hset
= ',H_set:4:1,' cm');
gotoxy(20,17);
write ('(4) Tset
= ',T_set:4:1,' C');
gotoxy(20,18);
write (control type:6,' control mode');
read (kbd,input);
case input of
'l': begin
gotoxy(48,14);
write('Enter new Kcliq: ');
read(Kcliq);
ClrScr;
end;
'2': begin
gotoxy(48,15);
write('Enter new Kctemp
');
read(Kctemp);
ClrScr;
end;
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'3': begin
gotoxy(48,16);
write('Enter new Hset
');
read(H set);
ClrScr;
end;
'4': begin
gotoxy(48,17);
write('Enter new Tset
');
read(T set);
ClrScr;
end;
end;
if input . in [ 's' , 's ' ] then control_type : = 'system' ;
if input in ['t','T'] then control_type :=•tank';
until input in ['e','E'];
end;

{************** MAIN PROGRAM **************}

begin
ClrScr;

{***** Parameter Initialization ******}
quit := false;
first draw := True;
model-graph:= 'flow diagram•;
fan index := O;
{ensure that a drawing will be made on first loop}
oldchoice := #1;
control := true;
status ofs := Ofs(status);
setstat (status ofs);
chan low := O; chan-low ofs := Ofs(chan low);
chan-hi T= l;
chan-hi ofs := Ofs(chan hi);
count :;; 1.0 ;
conv turb bas (count, bas count);
bas count- ofs ·: = Ofs (bas count) ;
rate := 10.0 ;
conv turb bas (rate, bas rate);
bas rate ofs := Ofs(bas rate);
options T= ••;
·
output ofs := Ofs(output);
dest 3-ofs ·:= Ofs(dest 3);
strg-desc[O] := Length(options);
strg-desc[l] :=Lo (Ofs(options) + l);
strg-desc[2] :=Hi (Ofs(options) + l);
strg desc_ofs := Ofs(strg_desc);
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control := false;
control type:= •system';
old h tank := o.o;
{****-end of initialization ****}
while not Quit do
begin
if not control then
begin
TextMode(3);
gotoxy(30,10);
write('HIT: C to change parameters');
gotoxy(30,ll);
write('
: S to exit to DOS');
repeat
read(kbd,choice);
until choice in ['c','C','s','S'J;
if choice in ['s','S'] then quit:= true;
if choice in ['c','C'] then
begin
parameters;
control := true;
first loop := true;
end; end;
{************* Main Control Loop *******************}
while control do
begin
Delay(20);
inkey(choice);
if oldchoice <> choice then first draw := true;
oldchoice := choice;
if choice in ['e','E'] then
begin
control := false;
first draw := false;
end;
if choice in ['s','S'J then model_graph :=
'state diagram' ;
if choice in ['f','F'] then model_graph :=
'flow_diagram' ;
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GetCurrentTime(new time);
if first loop thenbegin
elapsed time := o.o;
control-time := o.o;
initial-time := new_time;
end
else
begin
elapsed time := new time - old_time;
old_time := new_time;
{control time in secs}
control time := (new_time - initial_time)/100.0;
end;
{dest 3(0] = raw value input for tank level
{dest-3[1] = raw value input for tank temp. (AD-590)
chan low := O;
chan-hi := 1;
options:='';
strg desc[O] := Length(options);
ainsc(chan low ofs, chan hi ofs , bas count ofs,
bas_rate=ofs,dest_3_ofs, strg_desc_ofs);
{dest 3(2] = raw value input for
radiator inlet(t-type t.c.)
}
{dest_3[3] = raw value input for
radiator outlet/tank inlet (t-type t.c.)}
{input from the I-100 card in slot o of the
ISSAC 91-I which is connected to t.c. modules }
options := 'dev = o •;
strg desc[O] := Lenght(options);
ainsc(chan_low_ofs, chan_hi_ofs , bas_count_ofs,
bas_rate_ofs,(dest_3_ofs + 4), strg_desc_ofs);

{********* Digital Filter ************ }
{Digital implementation of a lowpass }
{filter with a cutoff frequency of 2 Hz}
if first loop then
begin
for index := O to 3 do
begin
input[index] := dest_3[index];
end;
end
else
for index := O to 3 do
begin

}
}
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input[index] := (4 * input[index] + 1 * dest_3[index])
div 5;
end;
{***** Input Convert ******}
{convert filtered digital inputs to real
quantities}
t tank := 10.0 * input(O] * 10.0/4095.0 + 20.0;
h-tank := 4.13 * input[l] * 10.0/4095.0 - 0.776;
t-in := celsius (mv(input[2]));
t=out := celsius (mv(input[3]));
{*********** control equations *****************}
if control_type = 'system' then
heater watts := (t set - TO)*(A 1 * h set+ A_2)* U
+-Kctemp *(t_set - t=tank)
else
heater watts := (t set - TO)*(A 3 * h set+ A_4)* u
+-valve coeff-* sqrt(h set)*
(t set - tout)* Cp * p
+ Kctemp *(t_set - t_tank);
{helps to cool down water if a temp.
setpoint lower than the current setpoint
is desired; non-linear control element}
if t tank > t set then
fan-index :=-fan index + 1
elsefan index := fan index - 1;
if fan index > fan threshold then
begin
fan:= 'on•;
fan index := fan threshold
end;
if fan index < 1 then
begin
fan:= 'off';
fan index := O;
end;
{cc's/sec}
pump_flow :=

valve coeff * sqrt(H set)
+ Kcliq-* (H_set - h_tank);
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{adjust pump flow so that the actual pump flow at the
current temperature is equal to the desired flow rate.
F/FO = (0.1071(T/T·O) + 0.8897)
; c.f.- temperature
correction factor ,FO calculated, this is the flow
rate sent to pump. .However,· the actual flow rate is
F.O * c.f. which is F/c.f * c.f. =For the original
desired flow rate. This essentially decouples the
temperature effect on the flow rate and allows the
program to specify an .absoiute flow rate.
}
pump_flow_o := pump_flow/(0.1071*(T_tank/TO) + 0.8897);
valve:= 'open';
{limit pump flow and heater watts to
the range of the pump and heater}
if pump flow O ·< 38. o then pump flow o : = 38. o;
if pump-flow-0 > 83.0 then pump-flow-o := 83.0;
if heater watts < o.o tnen heater watts := o;
if heater-watts > 2300.0 then heater watts := 2300.0;

{***** output Convert ******}
{ c ·o nversion of manipulated variables to
digital output values;
Issac configured as o = zero volts
and 4095 = 10 volts }
{heating coil}
output[O] := round((heater_watts +
239.0)/621.0 * 4095.0/10.0);
if fan = 'on' then
output[l] := 2050
else
output[l] := O ;{cooling fan }
{water pump }
output[2] := round((pump_flow_o + 4.03)/7.56/2.388
* 4095.0/10.0) ;
if valve = •open' then
output[3] := 2050
else
output[3] := O; {tank solnd. valve}
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{only calc. panel meters once after a parameter change}
if first loop then
begin
{tank temp. setpoint (panel meter)}
. output[4] := round((t_set - 20.0)/10 * 4095.0/10.0);
{tank . level setpoint (panel meter)}
output[5] := round(l2.0/20.0 * h set/2.275
* 4095.0/10.0);
end;

{****** Output ********}

= chan o output
= chan-1 output
= chan-2 output
= chan-3 output
= chan-1 output
(panel-meter)
= chan 2 output
(panel-meter)}

{output(O]
output[l]
output[2]
output[.3]
output[4]
setpoint
output[5]
setpoint

system
system
system
system
device

heating coil
cooling fan
water pump
tank soln. valve
tank temp.

unit
unit
unit
unit
1

. tank

device 1

level

chan low := O;
chan-hi := 3;
options := ' ' ;
strg desc[O] := Length(options);
aousc(chan low ofs, chan hi ofs , bas count ofs,
baS rate-OfS, OUtpUt OfS I Strg-deSC OfS)j

-

-

-

-

-

{only need to output setpoints after returning
from parameter changing routine since the ISSACS
maintains a zero order hold of the last output
it has received
}
if first loop then
begin
chan low := O;
chan-hi := l;
options:= 'dev = l';
strg_desc[O] := Length(options);
{start scan at output[4]}
aousc(chan_low_ofs, chan_hi_ofs , bas_count_ofs,
bas_rate_ofs,(output_ofs + 8), strg_desc_ofs);
end;
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{****** Graphics Output ******}
if first loop then
begin
state_plot_index := o;
height plot index := O;
state plot time := o.o;
height_plot_time := o.o;
state_plot[O,O] := round(2.0 * (t_tank - 20.0));
state_plot[O,l] := round(4.0 * h_tank );
height_plot[O] := round(4.0 * h_tank);
end;
if (control_time - state_plot_time) >
(200.0 * state time factor) then
state_plot_time :~ control_time;
if (control time - height plot time) >
(200.0 *height time factor) then
height_plot_time :~ control_time;
state_plot_index :=
round ((control time - state plot time)
/ state-time_factor);
height plot index :=
round ((control time - height plot time)
/ height_time_factor);
state_plot(state_plot_index,O] :=
round(2.0 * (t_tank - 20.0));
state plot[state plot index,1] := round(lO.O * h tank);
height_plot[height_plot_index] := round(4.0 * h_tank);
if model graph = 'flow_diagram' then
begin
if first draw then
begin
flow diagram;
first draw := false;
end; .GotoXY(60,24);
write('status =•,status);
GotoXY ( 6 0 , 2 5) ; .
write('control time: •,control_time:4:0);
gotoxy(29,11);
write(H tank:4:1);
gotoxy(29,12);
write(T tank:4:2);
gotoxy(48,18);
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write(heater watts:4:0);
gotoxy(72,18);
write(pump flow:5:1);
gotoxy(71,10);
write(t in:4:1);
gotoxy(71,7);
write(fan:3);
gotoxy(52,3);
write(t out:4:1);
{draw in current water level}
{first erase previous level}
draw(285,(112-round(old h tank*2.5)),388,
(112 - round(old h tank*2.5)),0);
draw(285,(112 - round(h_tank*2.5)),388,
(112 - round(h tank*2.5)),l);
old_h_tank := h_tank;
end
else { model graph
if first draw then
begin
state_diagram;

=

state diagram}

if (control time - initial time)/state time factor >
200.0 then ·state_plot=index := 200;
for index := o to state_plot_index do
begin
plot((index + 50),(190 - state plot[index,0]),1);
plot((state_plot[index,l] + 350),
(90 - state_plot[index,O]),l);
end;
if (control_time - initial_time)/height_time_factor >
200.0 then height_plot_index := 200;
for index := o to height_plot_index do
begin
plot((index + 350),(190 - height_plot[index]),1);
end;
first draw := false;
end
else
begin ·
GotoXY(5,12);
write('status = ',status:3,' control time:
,control_time:4:0);

'
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plot((state plot index+ 50),
(190 --state_plot[state_plot_index,O]),l);
plot((height plot index+ 350),
(190 - height_plot[height_plot_index]),l);
plot((state_plot[state_plot_index,l] + 350),
(90 - state_plot[state_plot_index,O]),l);
end;
first_loop := false;
end; {control loop}
end; {main program loop}

{********* SYSTEM SHUTDOWN ***********}
{turn off all ISSAC outputs to system}

·..·.·.·.·.·-

output[O]
output[l.]
output[2]
output[3]
output[4]
output[5]

O; {heating coil}
O; {cooling fan }
O; {water pump }
O; {tank solnd. valve}
O; {tank temp. s~tpoint (panel meter)}
O; {tank level setpoint (panel meter) }

chan low := O;
chan-hi := 3;
options := ' ' ;
strg_desc[O] := Length(options);
aousc(chan low ofs, chan hi ofs , bas count ofs,
bas rate-ofs,output ofs, strg desc ofs);

-

-

-

-

-

chan low := O;
chan-hi := l;
options:= 'dev = l.';
strg desc[O] := Length(options);
{start scan at output[4]}
aousc(chan low ofs, chan hi ofs , bas count ofs,
bas_rate=ofs,(output_ofs + 8), strg_desc_ofs);
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{beep the ISSAC speaker on exit}
options := ' ' ;
strg_desc[O] := Length(options);
beepfun (strg desc ofs);
'{turn off any-asynchronous ISSAC operations
prior to exit}
stopfun(strg desc ofs);
g _o toxy ( l , 2 o ) ;
writeln('quitting');
{r~turn to text mode}
textmode(3);
end.
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{***********************************}
{*********** ISSAC.LIB *************}
{***********************************}
{This procedure shuffles the bytes of a turbo six
byte real so that it is in a format expected by
the Labsoft subroutines}
procedure conv_turb_bas(var turb real : real;
var bas real : bas_real_type) ;
var
turb real ofs : integer;
beginturb real ofs := Ofs(turb real);
bas real[J] := Mem[Dseg:turb real ofs];
bas-real[2] := Mem[Dseg:(turb_real_ofs + 5)];
bas-real[l] := Mem[Oseg:(turb real ofs + 4)];
bas-real[O] := Mem[Dseg:(turb=real=ofs + 3)];
end;{***************~**********************}

{ LABSOFT MACHINE DRIVER INTERFACE ROUTINES
The following subroutines call specific
machine language subroutines that are loaded
up by the .IBM AT during boot up and loaded
into the device driver portion of memory.
The subroutines are explicitely called the
locations specified are only valid if the
config.sys file is EXACTLY as follows;
device = ansi.sys
files = 20
device = labdrv.com
device = labbasic.com
Parameter passing to the subroutines must be done
by passing the offset of the parameter by value to
the procedure since the machine language driver expects
to see an offset on the stack.
}

{This procedure initializes the status variable
that is returned by labsoft after every call
to the ISSACS it must be executed prior
to any other calls to Labsoft routines}
procedure sets tat ( st.a tus _ ofs : integer) ;
begin
inline
($89/$EC
{mov sp,bp ;undo what turbo
does on procedure call}
; }
{pop bp
/$50
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I $58
I $A3

{pop ax

;this gets the turbo
return address offset}
{mov 7490,ax ;and stores it
in a temporary mem location}

I $FC
I $EO
I $9A
I $83/$01
I $07/$13

{call far 4871:387 ;call the machine}
{language subroutine
}

I $83
I $EC
I $02

{sub sp,02
;subtract two from stack}
{pointer to point to top of parameters}

I
I
I
I
I

$Al
$FC
$EO
$50
$55

I $89/$E5
I $55);

{mov ax,7498

;}

{push ax
;}
{push bp ;return stack and registers
to what turbo expects}
{ mov bp,sp ;them to be prior to
exit from subroutine}
{ push bp ;}

{***** local temporary storage area ****}
{dseg:7498
{dseg:7499

;pascal return address(offset) low}
;pascal return address(offset) high}

end;
{This procedure calls the machine language
Labsoft routine that halts any currently
executing asynchronous operations of the
ISSAC. It must be the last routine called prior
to exiting from a program that uses
the ISSAC}
procedure stopfun(strg desc ofs: integer);
begin
inline
{mov sp,bp ;undo what turbo does on
($89/$EC
procedure call}
; }
{pop. bp
/$50
;this gets the turbo return
{pop ax
I $58
address offset}
{mov 7490,ax ;and stores it in a
I $A3
temporary mem location}
I $FC
I $EO
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

$9A
$C2/$08
$07/$13
$83
$EC
$02
$Al
$FC
$EO
$50
$55

I $89/$E5

{call far 4871:2242
{sub sp,02

;

{mov ax,7498

; }

;

}

}

{push ax
{push bp

; }
;return stack and
registers to what turbo expect}
{mov bp,sp ;them to be prior
to exit from subroutine}
push bp ; }

{
I $55};
{***** local temporary storage area ****}

{dseg:7498
{dseg:7499

;pascal return address(offset} low}
;pascal return address(offset} high}

end;
{This procedure beeps the speaker on
the ISSAC}
procedure beepfun(strg desc ofs : integer};
begin
inline
($89/$EC
{mov sp,bp ;undo what turbo does on
procedure call}
{pop bp
;}
/$50
;this gets the turbo return address
I $58 { pop ax
offset}
/ $A3 { mov 7490,ax ;and stores it in a temporary mem
location}
; }
I $FC {
; }
I $EO {

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

call far 4871:2242
$9A {
{
}
$86/$07
{
}
$07/$13
; }
$83 { sub sp,02
; }
$EC {
$02
$Al { mov ax,7498 ; }
; }
$FC {
; }
$EO {
; }
$50 { push ax

;

}
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/
/

I

$55

{ push bp ;return stack and registers to what
turbo expects}
$89/$E5 { mov bp,sp ;~hem to be prior to exit from
subroutine}
{ push bp ;}
$55);

{***** local temporary storage area ****}
{dseg:7498
{dseg:7499

;pascal return address(offset) low}
;pascal return address(offset) high}

end;
{This procedure outputs a sequential scan
to the sequence of channels specified in
the call located at the device specified
in the options string the values are taken
from the integer array specified, the number
of times to repeat the scan and the scan rate
per second are also specified in the call}
procedure aousc(chan low ofs, chan hi ofs, bas count ofs,
bas_rate_ofs~ source_ofs, strg_desc_ofs: integer);
begin
inline
{mov sp,bp ;undo what turbo does on
($89/$EC
procedure call}
;}
{pop bp
/$5D
;this gets the turbo return address
I $58 { pop ax
offset}
;and
stores it in a temporary mem
{
mov
$A3
7490,ax
I
location}
; }
I $FC {
; }
I $EO {

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

call far 4871:2242 ; }
$9A {
}
$68/$03
{
}
$07/$13
{
$83 { sub sp,12
;}
; }
$EC {
; }
$OC {
$Al { mov ax,7498 ;put the return adress for pascal}
;back in}
$FC {
; }
$EO {
; }
$50 { push ax
$55
{ push bp ~return stack and registers
to what turbo expects}
$89/$E5 _{ mov bp,sp ;them to be prior to exit from
subroutine}
{ push bp ;}
$55);
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{**~**

local temporary storage area ****}

{dseg:7498
{dseg:7499

;pascal return address(offset) low}
;pascal return address(offset) high}

end;
{This procedure inputs a scan
of the sequence of channels specified in
the call located at the device specified
in the options string the values are put
into the integer array specified, the number
of times to repeat the scan and the scan rate
per second are also specified in the call}
procedure ainsc(chan low ofs, chan hi ofs, bas count ofs,
bas- rate- ofs~ source- ofs, strg- desc- ofs: integer);
begin
inline
($89/$EC
{mov sp,bp ;undo what turbo does on
procedure call}
{pop bp
; }
/$50
;this gets the turbo return address
I $58 { pop ax
offset}
I $A3 { mov 7490,ax ;and stores it in a temporary mem
location}
; }
I $FC {
; }
I $EO {
call far 4871:2242

; }

}
}

; }
; }
; }

I

;put the return adress for pascal}
;back in}
; }
; }
;return stack and registers to what
turbo expects}
$89/$E5 { mov bp,sp ;them to be prior to exit from
subroutine}
{ push bp ;}
$55);

{***** local temporary storage area ****}
{dseg:7498
{dseg:7499
end;

;pascal return address(offset) low}
;pascal return address(offset) high}
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{This procedure outputs one value to
the ISSAC to the channel and device
specified, the value to be output is
specified}
procedure aous(channel ofs, output ofs,
strg- desc- ofs: integer);
begin
inline
{mov sp,bp ;undo what turbo does
($89/$EC
on procedure call}
{pop bp
; }
/$50
{pop ax
;this gets the turbo return
I $58
address offset}
{mov 7490 ,·ax ;and stores it in a
I "$A3
temporary mem location}
I $FC
I $EO
{call far 4871:0821 ;call the machine language
I $9A
subroutine}
I $35/$03
I $07/$13
;return stack pointer to point
to top of parameters}
$EC
$06
$Al {mov ax,7498
$FC {
$EO
$50 {push ax
$55
{ push bp

I

;put the return adress for pascal}
;back in}

;}
;return stack and registers
to what turbo expects}
$89/$E5 { mov bp,sp ;them to be prior to exit
from subroutine}
{ push bp ;}
$55);

{***** local temporary storage area ****}

{dseg:7498
{dseg:7499
end;

;pascal return address(offset) low}
;pascal return address(offset) high}
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{****************************}
{******* LLTCGRAP.LIB *******}
{****************************}
procedure flow diagram;
begin
HiRes;
HiResColor(lightgreen);
{reservoir}
draw(l34,135,134,160,l);
draw(l34,160,244,160,1);
draw(244,160,244,135,1);
{res. tp pump line }
draw(244,155,468,155,l);
draw(468,155,468,133,1);
draw(458,143,468,133,1); {arrow head}
draw(468,133,478,143,1);
{pump }
draw(450,135,450,120,1);
d~aw(450,120,490,124,1);

draw(490,124,490,131,1);
draw(490,131,450,135,l);
{pump to radiator line}
draw(468,122,468,70,l);
draw(458,S0,468,70,l);{arrow head}
draw(468,70,478,SO,l);
{radiator}
draw(450,70,490,70,1);
draw(490,70,490,40,1);
draw(490,40,450,40,1);
draw(450,40,450,70,1);
{radiator to tank line}
draw(468,40,468,30,l);
draw(468,30,340,30,l);
draw(340,30,340,62,l);
draw(330,52,340,62,l);{arrow head}
draw(340,62,350,52,l);
{tank}

draw(284,62,284,125~1);

draw(284,125,389,125,l);
draw(389,125,389,62,l);
draw(311,129,311,119,l);{tank heater}
draw(311,119,323,114,l);
draw(323,114,335,123,l);
draw(335,123,347,114,1);
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draw(347,114,359,119,l);
draw(359,119,359,129,l);
{tank to res. line and valve}
draw(284,112,247,112,l);
draw(224,112,192,112,l);
draw(192,112,192,130,1);
draw(l82,120,192,130,l);{arrow head}
draw(l92,130,202,120,l);
draw(224,115,224,109,l) ;{valve}
draw(224,109,247,115,l);
draw(247,115,247,109,l);
draw(247,109,224,115,l);
gotoxy(30,l);
write('FLOW DIAGRAM');
gotoxy(23,19);
write ( 'RES. •) ;
gotoxy(40,17);
write('HEATER');
gotoxy(40,18);
write('WATTS = ');
gotoxy(65,15);
write ( ' PUMP • ) ;
gotoxy(65,18);
write('FLOW = ');
gotoxy(65,19);
write (' (cc/s) •) ;
gotoxy(65,5);
write('RADIATOR');
gotoxy(65,7);
write ( ' FAN : • ) ;
gotoxy(65,10);
write('Tin = ');
gotoxy(45,3);
write('Tout = ');
gotoxy(lS,11);
write(' H (cm)=');
gotoxy(lS,12);
write('T (tank)=');
gotoxy(5,3);
write('Control Parameters');
gotoxy(5,4);
write('(temp''s in celsius) ');
gotoxy(5,5);
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write('Kcliq = ',kcliq:4:1,' cc/s/cm');
gotoxy(5,6);
write('Kctemp = ',kctemp:4:1,' J/s/C');
gotoxy(5,7);
write('Hset
= ',h_set:4:1,' cm');
gotoxy(5,8);
write('Tset
= •,t_set:4:1,' C');
gotoxy(5,9);
write(control type:6,' control mode');
gotoxy(20,23)"""i
write('HIT: s for state diagram chart');
gotoxy(20,24);
write('
E to exit control loop');
end;
procedure state_diagram;
begin
HiRes;
HiResColor(lightred);
gotoxy(l5,l);
write ('STATE DIAGRAM');
gotoxy(5,3);
write('Control Parameters');
gotoxy(5,4);
write('(temp''s in celsius) ');
gotoxy(5,5);
write('Kcliq = 1 ,kcliq:4:1,' cc/s/cm');
gotoxy(5,6);
write('Kctemp = ',kctemp:4:1,' J/s/C');
gotoxy(5,7);
write('Hset
= ',h_set:4:1,' cm');
gotoxy(5,8);
write('Tset
= •,t_set:4:1,' C');
gotoxy(5,9);
write(control type:6,' control mode');
{***** temp. vs time graph *****}
draw(50,190,50,110,l);{temp. scale}
draw(50,170,57,170,l); {tick marks on temp. scale}
draw(50,150,57,150,l);
draw(50,130,57,130,l);
draw(50,110,57,110,l);
gotoxy(4,24);
write ( '2 o' ) ;
gotoxy(4,19);
write ( ' 4 o ' ) ;
gotoxy(4,14);
write ( ' 6 o ' ) ;
gotoxy(l3,14);
write('Temp. vs time');
gotoxy(l,17);
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write('(C) ');
draw(50,190,250,190,l);{time scale}
draw(l00,190,100,187,1); {tick marks on time scale}
draw(150,190,150,187,1);
draw(200,190,200,101,1);
draw(250,190,250,187,1);
gotoxy(7,25);
write('O
15
30
45
60 (min)');

{***** height vs time graph *****}
·draw(350,190,350,110,l);{height scale}
draw(350;170,357~170,1); {tick marks on height scale}
draw(350,150,357,150,1);
draw(350,130,357,130,1);
·draw(350,110,357,110,l);
gotoxy(42,24);
write ( 'O' ) ;
gotoxy(42,19);
write ( ' 1 o ' ) ;
gotoxy(42,14);
write ( ' 2 o ' ) ;
gotoxy(52,14);
write('Height vs time');
gotoxy(39,17);
write ( ' (cm) ' ) ;
draw(350,190,550,190,l); {time scale}
draw(400,190,400,187,l); {tick marks on time scale}
draw(450,190,450,187,l);
draw(500,190,500,187,l);
draw(550,190,550,187,1);
gotoxy(45,25);
write('O
1.25 2.5
3.75 5 (min)');

{***** temp vs height graph *****}
draw(350,85,350,05,l);
draw(350,65,357,65,1); {tick marks on temp. scale}
draw(350,45,357,45,l);
draw(350,25,357,25,l);
draw(350,5,357,5,l);
gotoxy(42,ll); {values on temp. scale}
write ( ' 2 O' ) ;
goto;>cy(42,6);
write ( ' 4 O' ) ;
gotoxy(42,l);
write ( ' 6 o ' ) ;
gotoxy(39,3);
write ( ' ( c·) ' ) ;
gotoxy(52,l);
write('Temp. vs Height');
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draw(350,85,550,85,l);
draw(400,85,400,82,l); {tick marks on height scale}
draw(450;05,450,82,l);
d~aw(500,85,500,82,l);

draw(550,85,550,82,l);
gotoxy(45,12);
write('O
5
10

15

20 (cm)');

gotoxy(5,10);
write('HIT: F for flow diagram chart');
gotoxy(5,ll);
write('
E to exit control loop');
end;
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{**********************************}
{*********** UTIL.LIB *************}
{**********************************}
{procedure Getcurrent Time taken from Sybex book
on library routines for Turbo Pascal}
procedure GetcurrentTime (Var TotalTimeHundreths : Real);
{Gets time from DOS and converts to a total of hundreths
of seconds. Although it is similar· to the time-stamp
routine covered earlier, note that this procedure does
not convert the numbers returned by DOS into strings,
but retains them as r ·e al numbers to allow further
computation. Thus this procedure returns a real value,
not a string.}
type
RegisterRecord = record
ax, bx, ex, dx, bp, si, ds, es, flags : integer
end;
var
Regs: RegisterRecord;
Hours, Mins, Secs, Hundreths
real;
begin
With Regs DO
begin
AX := $2COO; {Hex 2C gets the time.}
MsDos (Regs) ; {We could just as easily used the
INTR function.}
Hours:= HI(CX);
Mins:= LO(CX);
Secs:= HI(DX);
Hundreths := LO(DX)
end;
TotalTimeHundreths := (360000.0 * Hours) +
( 6000. O * Mins) + ( 100. o .* Secs) + Hundreths;
end; {GetcurrentTime}
procedure inkey(var input_char: char);
begin
if KeyPressed then
begin
read(Kbd,input char);
end;
end;
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